


Gray, Gibson. COMMUNITY PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN NORTH CAROLINA. Chapel Hill, Kinko's (forthcoming).
*Gray, Gibson. YOUR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AT WORK. The author, 1975.

*Gray, Gibson. THE LOBBYING GAME: A STUDY OF THE 1953 CAMPAIGN OF THE STATE COUNCIL FOR A PENNSYLVANIA FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE COMMISSION.


Published articles in QUALITY LIVING:

* "Violence", Jan 1987
* "On Sacrifice", Feb 1987
* "Television: Menace or Tool" a review of AMUSING OURSELVES TO DEATH by Neil Postman. April 1987
* "Meditation: A Way to Equilibrium." July 1987


Sloan, Phillip J. "The Significance of The 'Insignificant' Constants." MATHEMATICS TEACHER, LXXXII (March, 1989): 186-188.

Stephenson, Shelby. See enclosed list.


Stratil, Michael L. Examiner Instructions FOR GROUP ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLLEGE STUDENT INVENTORY™ Coralville, Iowa: Noel/Levitz Centers For Institutional Effectiveness and Innovation, 1988 (version 1.1)


Tubbs, Mary P. See Rimberg, John


Marson, Stephen and Debra Branch and Sharon Herndon. 1988 A MANUAL FOR VOLUNTEERS. Wesley Pines Retirement Center: Lumberton, NC.


Marson, Stephen and Cheryl Waites and Helen Robinson. 1988 THE FIELD EXPERIENCE HANDBOOK. PSU

Marson, Stephen. 1988 THE STUDENT SOCIAL WORK HANDBOOK. PSU.


Russell, Anne. THE TALENTED TENTH, documentary For New Hanover County Schools. 1989

*Russell, Anne. REMARKABLE JOURNEY: THE CAPE FEAR, documentary for UNC Center for Public Television. 1984

*Russell, Anne. REMARKABLE JOURNEY: THE ALBERMARLE, documentary for UNC Center for Public Television. 1984


*Russell, Anne. DEARLY BELOVED, one-act play, produced in 1987.

Russell, Anne. SCHEME DREAMER, full-length play, produced in 1989.

267: "Peter Makuck's Poetry Makes Us See the Earth."
*Pilgrims.* The Pilot, 68, no. 37 (7 March 1988), 2-B.


271: "Miller Tells the Story of Brier and His Land." Jim Wayne Miller's *Brier, His Book.* The Pilot, 68, no. 57 (16 May 1988), 2-B, 4-B.

"Push On" **THE MANHATTAN REVIEW**, IV (Spring, 1988): 48


273: "Look at Nature's World Ammons Scores in Fresh."
A. R. Ammons's *Sumerian Vistas*. The Pilot, 68, no. 69 (27 June 1988), 2-B.

274: "Desire for Fulfillment in Two Books of Poetry."
Leslie Crutchfield Tompkins' *Summer Holds Too Long* and Rooting by Lynne Hume Burgess. The Pilot, 68, no. 73 (11 July 1988), 2-B.

275: "Humor, Religion Shown with His Human Vision." Philip Fried's *Mutual Trespasses*. The Pilot, 68, no. 79 (1 August 1988), 2-B, 3-B.

276: "Barbara Guest Tells Well Story of H. D. and World."


279: "Bill Knott's Outremer Shows an Independence of Identity." The Pilot, 68, no. 97 (3 October 1988), 3-B.


282: "Verse of Nona Madison Scores in Observations." Phunny Thinks (about life... and stuff like that). The Pilot, 69, no. 2 (7 November 1988), 2-B.


289: "Endangered Specimen Is Called a Delight." Helen Masson Copeland's Endangered Specimen and Other Poems from a Lay Naturalist. The Pilot, 69, no. 16 (27 December 1988), 3-B.

290: "An Energy Beyond Mortality." E. T. Malone, Jr.'s The View from Wrightsville Beach. The Pilot, 69, no. 20 (9 January 1989), 2-B.

292: "Loss Is Main Theme of Piephoff Songs." Bruce Piephoff's Razor's Edge (Cassette-LP). The Pilot, 69, no. 28 (6 February 89), 2-B.


295: "Alford Book Called a Poetic Accounting." Vernon Alford, Jr.'s Those Childish Things. The Pilot, 69, no. 34 (27 February 1989), 3-B.

296: "This Poet Takes Us to Neglected Truths." Dieter Weslowski's The Bird Who Steals Everything Shining. The Pilot, 69, no. 36 (6 March 1989), 2-B.
297: "William Harmon's Poetry--Some Tentative Thoughts."
Legion: Civic Choruses. The Pilot, 68, no. 83 (13 March 1989), 2-B.

298: "Her Poetry Is Based on Folkways of the People."
Maggie Anderson's Cold Comfort. The Pilot, 69, no. 40 (20 March 1989), 3-B.
SHELBHY STEPHENSON Publications edited: (March 1988-April 1989)

PEMBROKE MAGAZINE, 20 (1988) (Special Carson McCullers Issue)

PEMBROKE MAGAZINE, 21 (1989)


239. "Don't Turn Me From Your Door," The Last Dance, 2, no. 2 (1988).


